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CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING HS INVESTMENT IN THE SUMMER MONTHS 

 

Investment is susceptible to the heat/warmth of summer.  In the lab we will notice it most often by 

increased setting speed, thus giving us considerably less working time.  When we are filling that ring with 

multiple units that we had to carefully fill with investment and now try to finish filling the ring…we find the 

initially pourable investment is now becoming firm.  What do? 

First, don’t panic!  Immediately rinse out the ring with cold water to remove 

setting investment and get the restorations ready to invest again. 

Here are some tips to hassle free investing in the warmer months: 

Investment likes to be somewhere in the 60-74F range.  More importantly, the 

expansion liquid is what most needs to be in this range.  When the liquid 

(including the distilled water you will dilute it with) goes much above 74F, you 

will see working time decrease by as much as ~50%.  Go to any local 

department store (i.e. Target or Walmart, as an example) and in the kitchen 

department get a cheap digital thermometer.  You can now easily check your 

liquid temperatures.  You can keep your liquids in a thermally controlled cabinet or you can cool them if 

necessary.  If you immerse your expansion liquid bottle (keeping the top of bottle above the water line) in 

a 5gal pail of ice-water, you will see a drop in temperature of about 2F for every approximately 30 

seconds. Do NOT refrigerate your expansion liquid, as this will retard the setting time prohibitively and 

can effect total expansion. 

Your polycarbonate mixing bowl and the spatula can affect temperature also.  When it is warm outside, 

put cold water in the bowl and put the lid/spatula in place for a few minutes prior to investing.  Most 

people do not realize that a warm spatulation assembly will make investment set faster. 

In 2017 it is safe to bet that virtually all labs are temperature controlled (air-conditioned).  Do not be fooled 

that just because you are comfortable that the investment powder and liquid will be at the correct 

temperature.  Mother Nature seems to play a cruel trick in that the liquid will be somewhere in between 

the room temperature and the outside temperature.  Always check temps before investing that large ring 

or bigger case and remember to cool the vacuum mixing bowl and spatula lid. 

If you continue to have issues with premature set-up of investment, please call the tech support line for 

help.  There may be some other hints we can give, but try what has been presented here first. 


